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Abstract
Black-box machine translation systems have proven incredi-
bly useful for a variety of applications yet by design are hard
to adapt, tune to a specific domain, or build on top of. In
this work, we introduce a method to improve such systems
via automatic pre-processing (APP) using sentence simplifi-
cation. We first propose a method to automatically generate
a large in-domain paraphrase corpus through back-translation
with a black-box MT system, which is used to train a para-
phrase model that “simplifies” the original sentence to be
more conducive for translation. The model is used to pre-
process source sentences of multiple low-resource language
pairs. We show that this preprocessing leads to better trans-
lation performance as compared to non-preprocessed source
sentences. We further perform side-by-side human evaluation
to verify that translations of the simplified sentences are better
than the original ones. Finally, we provide some guidance on
recommended language pairs for generating the simplifica-
tion model corpora by investigating the relationship between
ease of translation of a language pair (as measured by BLEU)
and quality of the resulting simplification model from back-
translations of this language pair (as measured by SARI), and
tie this into the downstream task of low-resource translation.
1 Introduction
Modern translation systems built on top of a sequence trans-
duction approach (Sutskever, Vinyals, and Le, 2014; Bah-
danau, Cho, and Bengio, 2014) have greatly advanced the
state and quality of machine translation (MT). These sys-
tems generally rely on the availability of large-scale parallel
corpora, and while unsupervised (Lample et al., 2017) or
semi-supervised (Saluja et al., 2014) approaches are a pop-
ular area of research, production-grade translation systems
still primarily leverage bitexts when training. Efforts such
as WMT1 provide such corpora for select language pairs,
which has enabled neural MT systems to achieve state-of-
the-art performance on those pairs. However, low resource
MT (language pairs for which parallel data is scarce) re-
mains a challenge.
Copyright © 2020, Association for the Advancement of Artificial
Intelligence (www.aaai.org). All rights reserved.
1http://www.statmt.org/wmt18/
In this work, we focus on improving translation quality
for low-resource translation (i.e., from English into a low-
resource language) in the black-box MT (BBMT) setting -
namely a system which has been trained and tuned a pri-
ori and for which we cannot access the model parameters
or training data for fine-tuning or improvements. Examples
of such systems include those provided by commercial ven-
dors e.g., Google Translate2 or Microsoft Translator3. While
some provide the option of fine-tuning on domain-specific
data under certain conditions, how to improve the perfor-
mance of such black-box systems on domain-specific trans-
lation tasks remains an open question. We investigate meth-
ods to leverage the BBMT system to preprocess input source
sentences in a way that preserves meaning and improves
translation in the target language. Specifically, a large-scale
parallel corpus for English simplification is obtained by
back-translating (Sennrich, Haddow, and Birch, 2016a) the
reference translations of several high-resource target lan-
guages. The resulting parallel corpus is used to train an Au-
tomatic Preprocessing model (APP) (§ 2), which transforms
source sentence into a form that preserves meaning while
also being easier to translate into a low-resource language.
In effect, the APP model attacks the longstanding problem of
handling complex idiomatic and non-compositional phrases
(Lin, 1999; Sag et al., 2002), and simplifies these expres-
sions to more literal, compositional ones that we hypothe-
size are easier to translate.
We use the APP model to simplify the source sentences
of a variety of low-resource language pairs and compare the
performance of the black-box MT system on the original and
simplified sentences. Note that only one APP model needs
to be trained per source language and this model can be ap-
plied to a variety of low-resource language pairs as long as
the source language is the same. In our study we focus on
the domain of conversational language as used in dialogues
of TV shows. We picked this domain since here language
tends to be colloquial and idiomatic. We empirically show
improvement in translation quality in this domain across
a variety of low resource target languages (§3). This im-
provement is further corroborated with side-by-side human
2https://translate.google.com/
3https://www.bing.com/translator
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Figure 1: Machine vs. Human Translation
evaluations (§4.2) and evaluating on post-editing efficiency
(§4.1). Lastly, we perform an empirical analysis to probe
further into which high-resource language pairs should be
selected to obtain a good quality simplification corpus for a
given language, before discussing connections with related
work (§5) and concluding.
2 APP with Back Translations
Consider the example in Fig. 1. The source sentence “The
vice president should feel free to jump in” has been trans-
lated by Google Translate 4 incorrectly to Hindi as “Vice
President should feel free to jump inside”. The system
was unable to correctly translate the idiomatic and non-
compositional phrase “jump in”, which in this context means
“intervene” or “get involved”, and instead translated it lit-
erally. An expert human Hindi translator would take these
idiomatic expressions into account when generating the
Hindi translation. Indeed, when back-translating the refer-
ence translation into English we obtain “The Vice Presi-
dent should feel free to take part” (in the conversation).
Such instances where MT systems incorrectly translate sen-
tences containing phrases, idioms or complex words for low-
resources (i.e. with smaller training sets) languages pairs are
fairly common.
In other words, the back-translation is different in mean-
ing than the natural source sentence. This problem is preva-
lent even when these BBMT systems are fine-tuned on
domain-specific data and is exacerbated when dealing with
low-resource language pairs, simply because the paucity of
data does not allow the MT models to infer the transla-
tions of the myriad of phrases and complex words. For in-
stance, in the example above ‘jump in’ was interpreted com-
positionally as ‘jump’ + ‘in’. To generate better quality or
even acceptable translations, it is imperative to simplify such
complex sentences into simpler forms while still preserving
meaning.
Using automated models to simplify such sentences is a
well-studied problem. Though, when it comes to the ulti-
mate task of domain-specific translation, it is not entirely
clear what data is best suited to train such simplification
models. Open source datasets like WikiLarge (Zhang and
Lapata, 2017) or Simple PPDB (Zhao et al., 2018) are good
options to explore, but the domain mismatch and dataset
size may pose a challenge. In particular, WikiLarge dataset
contains 296K sentence pairs of descriptive text while our
domain of interest in this study is conversational dialogues
4This specific translation is observed in translate.google.com as
of September 5, 2019.
(a) English-Hindi (b) English-Bulgarian
Figure 2: Sentence-level GLEU for direct translations and back-
translations. The red density curve represents the distribution of
GLEU scores obtained by the direction translation direction and
the blue density curve represents the distribution of GLEU scores
obtained by using back-translations.
from TV Shows and movies. Collecting a large amount
of domain-specific simplification data could be prohibitive,
forcing one to consider alternatives when constructing their
simplification models.
To address this problem we make use of the observa-
tion that translating back-translations is easier than trans-
lating naturally occurring source sentences, which has been
corroborated by numerous studies (Graham, Haddow, and
Koehn, 2019; Zhang and Toral, 2019). Consider a set of
around 30K uniformly-sampled sentence pairs from the
English-Bulgarian (En-Bg) subtitles corpus appearing on
TV shows and movies from a subscription video-on-demand
provider5. The BLEU score in the natural or direct direc-
tion (En → Bg) is only 10.20, whereas when following
the reverse direction (Bg → En → Bg) and translating
back-translations instead of original source sentences, the
BLEU score dramatically improves to 33.39. Probing a lit-
tle deeper, Fig. 2 shows the distributions of sentence-level
GLEU scores (Wu and others, 2016) for two language pairs:
English-Bulgarian (right) and English-Hindi (left). We ob-
serve the trend that GLEU scores have generally improved
when using back-translations. The area where the blue curve
dominates the red curve can be considered as the ‘scope-of-
simplification’.
Thus it seems that human reference translations when
back-translated to the original language (in this case En-
glish) are a rich source of simplifications (e.g. “jump in” is
simplified to “take part”). This observation leads to two im-
mediate corollaries - 1) by back-translating the ground truth
human translations to the source language we obtain a (per-
haps noisy) simplified version of the original source, and 2)
we can learn a function to map the source sentences to their
simplified forms by training a sequence-to-sequence (S2S)
model from the aforementioned generated parallel corpus.
We term the resulting simplification model an Automated
Preprocessing (or APP) model.
We formalize our APP model as a S2S model from source
sentences in one language to back-translations of ground
truth sentences i.e., translationese targets in the same lan-
guage. The translationese targets can be obtained from mul-
tiple high-resource language pairs using black-box MT sys-
5www.netflix.com
tems and the trained APP model can be applied to a vari-
ety of low resource language pairs. Let (Xi, Y i) be the ith
training bitext corpus (X is source, Y is target) with source
language si and target language ti for i ∈ {1, . . . ,M},
where M is the number of training language pairs, and let
j ∈ {M +1, . . . ,M +N} refer to the N test bitext corpora.
Note that for the experiments in this paper, si is fixed to En-
glish ∀i ∈ {1, . . . ,M + N} so we simply refer to it as s.
The APP procedure is as follows:
• Obtain back-translations of target train sets Y i for i =
1 to M to language si given by T 1, T 2, . . . , TM using
BBMT models MTti→s∀i.
• Train an APP simplification model fAPP on the com-
bined parallel corpus
⋃M
i=1{(Xi, T i)}.
• At test time, preprocess the source Xjs for each test lan-
guage pair j using the trained APP model to obtain the
simplified source Xj∗, where
Xj∗ = fAPP (Xj) (1)
• Translate the simplified source using the BBMT model
for the jth test language pair.
Yˆ j∗ = MTs→tj (X
j∗) (2)
APP provides in-domain simplification bitext at scale and
from the same BBMT system that we eventually use to trans-
late into low-resource languages, thus providing a more flex-
ible solution than using precompiled simplification corpora.
In the next sections, we compare the performance of BBMT
system outputs with and without APP simplifications i.e.
Yˆ j∗ & Yˆ j respectively. Further, we compare the APP mod-
els trained on in-domain vs out-of-domain corpora.
3 Evaluation
We first compare the in-domain APP model to a S2S model
trained on the WikiLarge corpus, by evaluating downstream
translation performance on low-resource languages, fol-
lowed by an evaluation based on human judgements and
post-editing efficiency. These experiments are conducted
on subtitles dataset from a subscription video-on-demand
provider. We also validate the approach on another subti-
tles dataset and verify that the improvements we see in the
first set of experiments generalize to other corpora in the
same domain. In all of our experiments we used the Google
Translate BBMT system.
3.1 Datasets and Metrics
FIGS This dataset comes from subtitles appearing on
12,301 TV shows and movies from a subscription video-on-
demand provider. Titles include but are not limited to: “How
to Get Away with Murder”, “Star Trek: Deep Space Nine”,
and “Full Metal Alchemist”. We take four high-resource lan-
guage pairs namely: English-French (1.3 million parallel
subtitle events i.e., sentence pairs), English-Italian (1.0M),
English-German (1.2M) and English-Spanish (6.5M). We
collectively refer to this dataset as FIGS. We use the
APP simplification procedure to obtain English simplifi-
cation parallel corpora resulting in 9.5M subtitle events
Table 1: FIGS test set statistics
Language #sentences
En-Hu 27,393
En-Uk 30,761
En-Cs 35,505
En-Ro 47,054
En-Bg 30,714
En-Hi 23,496
En-Ms 11,713
i.e., sentence pairs. This dataset contains short sentences
with an average length of 7. For evaluation, we pick 7
low-resource language pairs namely: English-Hungarian
(En-Hu), English-Ukrainian (En-Uk), English-Czech (En-
Cs), English-Romanian (En-Ro), English-Bulgarian (En-
Bg), English-Hindi (En-Hi), and English-Malay (En-Ms).
The test set statistics for each dataset is given in Table 1. We
refer to the APP model trained on this dataset as ‘FigsAPP’.
Wikilarge The WikiLarge dataset (Zhang and Lap-
ata, 2017) was compiled by using sentence alignments
from other Wikipedia-based datasets (Zhu, Bernhard, and
Gurevych, 2010; Woodsend and Lapata, 2011; Kauchak,
2013), and contains 296K instances of 1-to-1 and 1-to-many
alignments. This is a widely used benchmark for test simpli-
fication tasks. The train split contains 296K sentence pairs
and the validation split contains 992 sentence pairs. We call
the simplification model trained on this dataset as ‘Wiki-
APP’.
Open Subtitles The Open Subtitles dataset (Lison and
Tiedemann, 2016) is a collection of translated movie sub-
titles obtained from opensubtitles.org6. It contains 62 lan-
guages and 1,782 bitexts. We first train two MT models us-
ing two high resource language pairs (Es-En and Ru-En)
using the Transformer architecture (Vaswani et al., 2017).
Then using the MT models above we train two APP mod-
els obtained from the same language pairs English-Spanish
(En-Es) and English-Russian (En-Ru). We sample 5M sen-
tence pairs each for training MT and APP models from the
corresponding Open Subtitles corpora and filter out short
(length < 3) and long (length > 50) sentence pairs. Note
that training sets for both MT and APP models are dis-
joint. For evaluation, we pick the following six language
pairs: three randomly picked pairs English-Armenian (En-
Hy), English-Ukrainian(En-Uk) and English-Bulgarian (En-
Bg) and three pairs in which the target language is simi-
lar to Spanish including English-Catalan (En-Ca), English-
Portuguese (En-Pt) and English-Romanian (En-Ro). We
sample 50,000 pairs from the low-resource test bitexts and
filter out pairs with length less than 3 and greater than 50.
We call the APP model obtained from En-Es dataset as ‘OS-
EsAPP’ and from En-Ru dataset as ‘OSRuAPP’.
Turk and PWKP To test the performance of APP models
obtained from different language pairs ( § 4.3) we pick two
6http://www.opensubtitles.org/
open source simplification datasets. The first dataset is the
Turk (Xu et al., 2016) dataset which contains 1-to-1 align-
ments focused on paraphrasing transformations, and multi-
ple (8) simplification references per original sentence (col-
lected through Amazon Mechanical Turk). To evaluate the
performance on this dataset we use the SARI metric they in-
troduced. The next dataset we use is the test set of the PWKP
dataset (Zhu, Bernhard, and Gurevych, 2010). This dataset
contains only 1-to-1 mapping between source and reference
and hence we use the BLEU metric to evaluate the simplifi-
cation performance.
Metrics We evaluate the translation performance of the
BBMT system using the commonly used BLEU metric (Pa-
pineni et al., 2002). For subtitle generation, expert linguists
post-edit subtitles at the event or dialog level, hence it is
useful to look at the impact that simplification brings at
the sentence-level, motivating the choice of sentence-level
GLEU (Wu and others, 2016), which has been shown to
be better correlated with human judgements at the sentence-
level as compared to sentence-level BLEU. Furthermore,
we compute the normalized edit (Levenshtein) distance be-
tween a translation output and human reference translation
also known as translation error rate (TER), which has been
shown to correlate well with the amount of post-editing ef-
fort required by a human (Snover et al., 2006). This metric
provides yet another way to evaluate the quality of transla-
tion and completes our comprehensive suite of metrics.
3.2 Implementation
For training the APP simplification model we use the Trans-
former architecture (Vaswani et al., 2017) through the ten-
sor2tensor7 library. We also evaluate BLEU using the im-
plementation in that library and report the uncased version
of the metric. For computing the TER score we use the im-
plementation provided by (Snover et al., 2006) 8.
All experiments are based on the transformer base archi-
tecture with 6 blocks in the encoder and decoder. We use the
same hyper-parameters for all experiments, i.e., word rep-
resentations of size 512 and feed-forward layers with inner
dimension 4096. Dropout is set to 0.2 and we use 8 attention
heads. Models are optimized with Adam (Kingma and Ba,
2014) using β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.98, and  = 1e − 9, with the
same learning rate schedule as Vaswani et al. (2017). We
use 50,000 warmup steps. All models use label smoothing
of 0.1 with a uniform prior distribution over the vocabulary.
We run all experiments using machines with 4 Nvidia V100
GPUs. We use a sub-word vocabulary of size 32K imple-
mented using the word-piece algorithm (Sennrich, Haddow,
and Birch, 2016a) to deal with out-of-vocabulary words and
the open vocabulary problem in S2S language models.
4 Results
Table 2 compares the performance of APP models trained
on FIGS (in-domain) dataset and the WikiLarge (out-of-
domain) datasets on the FIGS test set using the BBMT sys-
7https://github.com/tensorflow/tensor2tensor
8http://www.cs.umd.edu/ snover/tercom/
Table 2: In-domain vs out-of-domain simplification performance.
It is evident that APP models trained on an out-of-domain sim-
plification corpus (WikiLarge) degrades performance, whereas in-
domain simplification corpora (FIGS) boosts performance.
language pair original FigsAPP WikiApp
En-Hu 17.69 18.92 11.86
En-Uk 17.57 18.18 12.51
En-Cs 21.62 22.35 16.71
En-Ro 26.08 27.98 21.56
En-Bg 14.9 16.63 12.39
En-Hi 14.45 15.53 11.39
En-Ms 19.14 20.37 13.00
Table 3: Translation performance (BLEU) before and after of OS-
EsAPP and OSRuAPP models on six low resource target language
pairs from the Open Subtitles corpus.
language pair original OSEsAPP OSRuAPP
En-Ca 27.25 27.84 23.36
En-Hu 7.05 6.28 5.79
En-Pt 25.11 25.5 22.28
En-Ro 26.18 25.03 22.40
En-Uk 11.73 11.77 11.61
En-Bg 23.71 24.68 23.90
tem. The values in columns 1-3 indicate the BLEU score
after translating the original sentence and after simplifying
using the FigsAPP and WikiAPP models respectively. There
is uniform improvement across all languages when using the
FigsAPP model, ranging from 3.5% (relative) for En-Uk to
11.6% for En-Bg. On the other hand, performance degrades
significantly on all languages when simplified using a model
trained on the WikiLarge dataset. Fig. 3 shows the distribu-
tion of sentence-level GLEU for each target language in the
FIGS test set. Mean GLEU increases for En-Hu, En-Ro, En-
Ms and En-Bg.
Table 3 shows the results of APP on the Open Subtitles
dataset. It can be noted that the performance improves for
Catalan (ca) and Portuguese (pt) which are languages similar
to the language used for training the simplification corpus.
Additionally for Bulgarian an improvement of 4.1% can be
observed. Moreover, the performance of OSEsAPP is better
than the performance of OSRuAPP. This can be attributed to
the fact that En-Ru is a harder language pair to translate than
En-Es and hence the simplification model obtained from En-
Ru is of worse quality than En-Es. We further elaborate this
point in section § 4.3.
4.1 Post-Editing Efficiency
We also observe that TER decreases for all languages, which
is intuitive to understand because the APP simplification
brings the sentences closer to their literal human transla-
tion. Table 4 shows TER score for the FIGS test corpora
for translating into seven low resource languages, before and
after applying the APP simplification. As can be seen, TER
decreases for all languages after simplification with a reduc-
tion of 6.9%, 6.9% and 7.2% for target languages Hungarian,
Figure 3: Sentence-level GLEU scores
Table 4: Translation Edit Rate (TER) score of translations before
and after applying the APP simplification for test language-pairs
from the FIGS dataset. ‘original’ and ‘simple’ columns show the
TER for translations before and after APP where the last column
indicates the percentage decrease in TER.
language original simple %∆
En-Hu 0.86 0.80 -7%
En-Uk 0.74 0.70 -5.4%
En-Cs 0.78 0.77 -1.3%
En-Ro 0.72 0.67 -6.9%
En-Bg 0.83 0.77 -7.3%
En-Hi 0.62 0.60 -3.3%
En-Ms 0.76 0.72 -5.3%
Romanian and Bulgarian respectively. The reduction in TER
correspondingly translates to a reduction in post-editing ef-
fort required by translators using the BBMT system as an
assistive tool.
4.2 Human Evaluation
Simplified sentences with worse GLEU than their base-
line non-simplified counterparts might not necessarily be
of worse quality; rather, they may just be phrased differ-
ently than the reference sentence. We thus perform a side-
by-side human evaluation to verify if APP-simplified trans-
lations improve MT quality, which allows us to assess via
human evaluation these supposedly worse translations and
validate translations with GLEU improvements at the same
time. For this purpose, we restricted evaluation to five lan-
guages from the FIGS test set (hu, uk, cs, ro, and bg) and
sampled 100 sentences from the fraction of sentences for
which ∆GLEU > 0.4 and 100 sentences from the sen-
tences for which ∆GLEU < 0, where ∆GLEU for one
sentence pair (x, y) is defined as;
∆GLEU = GLEU(MT (x∗), y)−GLEU(MT (x), y)
(3)
and x∗ is the simplified source sentence. For each language
we show the source sentence, the BBMT output of the orig-
inal sentence, the BBMT output of the simplified sentence,
Figure 4: Human Evaluation Results
and the ground truth human translation per language side-
by-side to expert linguists. We ask them to rate the quality
of the three translations (original BBMT, simplified BBMT
and human translation) according to the scale used by Wu
and others (2016) described in Table 5. Since translation is
generally easier for shorter sentences, in order to get a repre-
sentative sample of challenging sentences we only selected
sentences with more than 4 tokens for this study.
Table 5: Human evaluation ratings and their description
Rating Description
0 completely nonsense translation
2 the sentence preserves some of the meaning of thesource sentence but misses significant parts
4 the sentence retains most of the meaning of the sourcesentence, but may have some grammar mistakes
6
perfect translation: the meaning of the translation is
completely consistent with the source, and the grammar
is correct
Fig 4 displays results from the human evaluation, with
corresponding values stated in Table 6. The green box rep-
resents scores from translations of original sentences, the
orange box represents scores from translations from simpli-
fied sentences and the blue box represents the ground truth
human translation. As expected the human translation has
the highest score. Also worth noting is the jump in score
intervals between original and simplified translations. For
Hungarian, Czech, and Bulgarian median scores jump from
2 → 4, with improvements for Ukrainian (3 → 4) and Ro-
manian (2 → 3) as well. Thus at least for these languages
we can conclude that APP simplification results in improved
translation output, as determined by expert human transla-
tors. This concurs with the initial observation e.g., for Bul-
garian in Fig. 2, where the number of sentences with score
of 0.0 are squashed and their scores shifted higher. This
means simplification can improve upon erroneous or bad-
quality translations. Table 6 shows the mean human scores
for original, simplified and reference translations as well as
percentage of sentences for which human score improved,
worsened and remained the same after simplification for all
200 sentences per language.
Table 6: Human Evaluation statistics for the FIGS test language
pairs. ‘Original Mean’, ‘Simple Mean’ and ‘Human Mean’ repre-
sent the mean human scores before, after APP and ground truth
human scores respectively. The next three columns indicates the
percentage of samples with improved (% +ve), worse (% -ve), and
same (% same) performance after simplification.
lang OriginalMean
Simple
Mean
Human
Mean % +ve % -ve % same
Hu 2.52 3.11 4.45 38.5% 18.5% 43%
Uk 3.02 3.61 5.8 43% 15% 42%
Cs 2.43 3.12 4.77 49% 16.5% 34.5%
Ro 2.56 3.0 3.91 41.5% 25.5% 33%
Bg 2.34 3.33 5.365 51% 22% 27%
4.3 Ease of Translation vs Simplification Quality
We further seek to investigate the relationship between the
translation language pair used to generate the simplification
corpus and the quality of the resulting simplification model.
To this end, we train translation systems on two language
pairs: English-Spanish (En-Es) and English-Russian (En-
Ru). The En-Es pair is an easier language pair to translate
than En-Ru as reflected by the BLEU scores of the SOTA
MT systems on these pairs. We pick an En-Es system trained
to reach a BLEU of 42.7 and an En-Ru system trained to a
BLEU of 34.23. We hypothesize that the APP models re-
sulting from an easier language pair will be of better quality
because it is easier to generate a good quality parallel sim-
plification corpus. To test this hypothesis, we train simpli-
fication models obtained from the En-Es and En-Ru trans-
lation pairs and test the simplification performance on two
standard simplification test sets.
Table 7 presents the results of this experiment, specifi-
cally the performance of the simplification models trained
via automatically-generated simplification corpora obtained
from the En-Es and En-Ru OpenSubtitles models. We also
test the performance of an in-domain simplification model
trained on the WikiLarge dataset. As expected, the perfor-
mance of the in-domain model exceeds the performance of
the models trained on En-Es and En-Ru datasets. It is also
interesting to note that the En-Es model outperforms the En-
Ru models on both datasets, underlining our hypothesis that
Table 7: Simplification performance of APP models trained on
corpora generated by En-Es and En-Ru datasets on Turk and
PWKP open source datasets.
(Metric) Dataset Wiki En-Es En-Ru
(SARI) Turk 31.9 26.7 23.2
(BLEU) PWKP 53.5 32.7 23.9
Table 8: Positive and negative qualitative examples of simplifica-
tions brought about by APP.
Original:
Simple:
I still, think you’re nuts, but not as nuts as I thought
I still think you’re crazy, but not as crazy as I thought
Original:
Simple:
in a town only five miles from Kabul.
in a city eight kilometers from Kabul.
Original:
Simple:
This case is so far over your head, it’d make your nose
bleed.
This case is so complicated that it would bleed your nose.
Original:
Simple:
When I was marooned here, my first meal was a pheasant.
When I was stranded here, my first meal was a pheasant.
Original:
Simple:
She jumped from the window of Room 180.
He jumped out of the window of Room 180.
easier language pairs result in better APP models. This idea
can be used to inform the high-resource language pair(s) to
pick for training an APP model for a target language pair.
For instance, to simplify English it would be better to pick
a high-resource pair which is easier to translate from En-
glish, e.g. Spanish. While simplifying Catalan(ca), it would
be good to pick a translation pair like Catalan-Spanish which
would be easier to translate than Catalan-English.
4.4 Qualitative Analysis
Here we provide qualitative examples of simplifications gen-
erated by the APP approach and how it helps in improving
BBMT performance. Table 8 shows some example simpli-
fications from the FIGS test datasets. Phrases highlighted in
bold were converted to ‘simpler’ phrases. In the first exam-
ple “you’re nuts” was replaced by a non-idiomatic/simpler
phrase “you’re crazy”. In the second example, distance of
five miles was almost accurately converted from imperial
to the metric system whereas in the third example non-
compositional phrase “so far over your head” was trans-
lated into the compositional phrase “so complicated”. In
the next example, an infrequent word “marooned” was re-
placed by its more frequent counterpart “stranded”. Finally,
the last example shows the kinds of errors introduced by the
APP model where it occasionally replaces pronouns like ‘it’,
‘she’ by ‘he’.
Table 9 gives examples of how APP simplifications can
help the BBMT systems make fewer errors. The first exam-
ple shows a sample from English-Romanian translation pair.
Direct translation of the source makes the BBMT system in-
correctly translate “fixating” as “fixing” (as observed in the
backtranslation of the BBMT output) where as simplifying
“fixating on” as “thinking about” produces a more mean-
ingful translation. Similarly in the second example from the
English-Catalan pair of the Open Subtitles corpus, APP re-
places the colloquial word ‘swell’ by its meaning ‘great’ and
hence results in a translation that is identical to the reference.
5 Related Work
Automatic text simplification (ATS) systems aim to trans-
form original texts into their lexically and syntactically sim-
pler variants. In theory, they could also simplify texts at the
Table 9: Qualitative examples of how APP simplification can help
mitigate BBMT errors on the FIGS and Open Subtitles datasets.
Here x is the input source.
x:
BBMT(x):
APP(x):
BBMT(APP(x)):
Reference:
If only we can stop fixating on the days
Dac numai putem opri fixarea pe zile
If only we could stop thinking about the days
Dac am putea s nu ne mai gndim la zile
Trebuie s nu ne mai gndim la zile
x:
BBMT(x):
APP(x):
BBMT(APP(x)):
Reference:
Another swell party, Jay.
Una altra festa de lonatge, Jay.
Another great party, Jay.
Una altra gran festa, Jay.
Una altra gran festa, Jay.
discourse level, but most systems still operate only on the
sentence level. The motivation for building the first ATS sys-
tems was to improve the performance of machine translation
systems and other text processing tasks, e.g. parsing, infor-
mation retrieval, and summarization (Chandrasekar, Doran,
and Srinivas, 1996). It was argued that simplified sentences
(which have simpler sentential structures and reduced am-
biguity) could lead to improvements in the quality of ma-
chine translation (Chandrasekar, Doran, and Srinivas, 1996)
A large body of work, since then has investigated text sim-
plification for machine translation and found that this ap-
proach can improve fluency of the translation output and
reduce technical post-editing effort (Sˇtajner and Popovic,
2016).
Researchers have attempted to build simplification sys-
tems for different languages such as English, Spanish, (Sag-
gion et al., 2015), and Portuguese (Aluı´sio et al., 2008).
Wubben, van den Bosch, and Krahmer (2012) use phrase-
based machine translation for sentence simplification based
on the PWKP dataset (Zhu, Bernhard, and Gurevych, 2010).
However, these systems are modular, rule-based (Poornima,
Dhanalakshmi, and Soman, 2011), limited by data or lan-
guage specific.
End-to-end simplification which is more similar to
our work also has been studied by applying RNN-based
sequence-to-sequence models to the PWKP dataset or trans-
former based models that are integrated with paraphrase
rules (Zhao et al., 2018) and trained on English to English
parallel simplification corpora and are current state-of-the-
art. These methods are limited by the availability of parallel
simplification corpora and especially the ones that can adapt
to new domains. We propose a general framework that can
be used to collect large-scale data for any language to train
in-domain end-to-end data-driven lexical simplification sys-
tems.
Our work capitalizes on the observation that
synthetically-generated source sentences resulting from
reversing the translation direction on a parallel corpus yield
better translations. These “back-translations” (Sennrich,
Haddow, and Birch, 2016b; Poncelas et al., 2018) can
augment relatively scarce parallel data with by translating
the plentiful target monolingual data to the source language.
Various methods have been explored to improve low-
resource translation. (Zoph et al., 2016) transfer parameters
from an MT model trained on a high-resource language pair
to low-resource language pairs and observe performance im-
provement. To improve performance on spoken language
domain, researchers have finetuned state-of-the-art models
trained on domains in which data is more abundant (Luong
and Manning) whereas others have used data augmentation
techniques (Fadaee, Bisazza, and Monz, 2017) to bring im-
provements in low-resource translation. Above approaches
assume access to the underlying MT system whereas we as-
sume a black-box scenario.
6 Conclusion
In this work we introduced a framework for generating a
large-scale parallel corpus for sentence simplification, and
demonstrated how the corpus can be used to improve the
performance of black-box MT systems (especially on low-
resource language pairs) and increase the post-editing effi-
ciency at the subtitle-event i.e., sentence level. Moreover,
we perform thorough empirical analysis to give insights into
language pairs to select for simplifying a given language.
Our results suggest that easier a language pair to translate,
the better the simplification model that will result.
It should be noted that even though this work mainly fo-
cuses on simplification of English, our method is general and
can be used to automatically generate simplification paral-
lel corpora and thus data-driven simplification models using
state-of-the-art architectures for any given language. More-
over, it accommodates collecting multiple reference simpli-
fications for a given source sentence by leveraging open-
source multilingual corpora. Using the insight that translat-
ing multiword expressions and non-compositional phrases
is hard and simplifying these expressions before translat-
ing helps, our work merges two important sub-fields of NLP
(machine translation and sentence simplification) and paves
the path for future research in both of these fields.
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